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Abstract

A general purpose Japanese character recogni-
tion system, Cherry Blossom, has been developed at
CEDAR in past years. It is designed to recognize
Japanese document images in low resolution or with
poor print quality. The system includes modules for
page skew correction, document segmentation, text
segmentation, character recognition and postprocess-
ing. The API code for each module has been devel-
oped so that each module can be tested as a stand-
alone program or can be called in large application
systems such as a document indexing and retrieval
system.

In the character recognition module, two classi�-
cation methods, the nearest-neighbor classi�er and
the subspace method, have been integrated in an ef-
�cient way. The speed of character recognition is
about six characters per second from the original
one character per second. New techniques, includ-
ing dynamic feature selection, incremental nearest
prototype search and visual similarity analysis, have
been developed to speed up character classi�cation
while keeping high accuracy. A linguistic postpro-
cessing module improves the accuracy of character
recognition by exploiting linguistic context. It was
trained on a Japanese text corpus with above 70 mil-
lion characters.

The JOCR system has also been adapted to rec-
ognize Chinese documents. Because the similarity
between Chinese and Japanese character sets, the
Chinese recognizer can be developed rapidly by sim-
ply training on font images and by sharing the in-
formation of the well-trained Japanese classi�er. A
Unicode-based OCR for Far East Languages is being
developed based on the JOCR system.

We also conducted experiments on representing
Japanese OCR results in HTML �les for evaluation,
error correction and reading purposes. A real-time
GUI program which demonstrates di�erent aspects
of the system for Japanese and Chinese document
recognition is now available on SunOS.

1 Introduction

The Japanese optical character recognition project
at CEDAR is to develop a prototype system
for machine-printed Japanese document recogni-
tion [33]. Intensive development and research have
been conducted to improve accuracy of document
recognition on degraded documents such as facsim-
ile pages or images scanned at low resolution.
The Japanese character set is a combination of

several scripts: Kanji (Chinese characters), Kana
(Japanese consonant and syllabary characters), Ro-
man characters and Arabic numerals. Kanji are
Chinese ideographs which were introduced into
Japanese. In the Japanese standard, JISx0208-
1990 [25], there are 6; 879 characters. Among them,
6; 355 are Kanji, divided into two distinct sections {
JIS Level I and Level II ; where Level I spans 2; 965
of the most frequently used Kanji characters.
Comparing with the task of developing an English

document recognition system, there are more di�-
culties on developing a Japanese OCR system. Some
of those di�culties are:

1. Large variety of page layouts in Japanese docu-
ments; For example, the direction of a text line
can be horizontal or vertical.

2. Large number of character categories; As de-
scribed above, there are more than 3,000 char-
acter categories which are needed to be recog-
nized.

3. Structural complexity of character patterns;
Most Japanese characters are Kanji. The stroke
structure of a Kanji usually is complex. Many
characters have very similar stroke structure.

4. Large variety of character shapes due to dif-
ferent typeface and image quality in machine-
printed documents.

As in systems for English document recognition,
a Japanese document recognition system has three



major components: layout analysis, character seg-
mentation/recognition, and postprocessing. Layout
analysis techniques for Japanese documents [2, 26]
and multi-lingual documents [18, 35] have been de-
veloped. Given an image of a document page, layout
analysis will locate text blocks and further segment
them into text lines which can be either vertically or
horizontally oriented. Because word boundaries are
usually not visible, character images are directly seg-
mented from the text lines. Connected-component
analysis, projection pro�le analysis and feedback of
character recognition result can be used for charac-
ter segmentation[2, 3, 27].

Because Kanji characters are complex in their
stroke structure and many characters share struc-
tural similarities, feature descriptors are typically
with large dimensions in order to e�ectively dis-
criminate so many Kanji characters. Stroke features
(such as the direction contribution features [2]) and
background features (such as surrounding area fea-
tures [32, 30]) are two types of statistical features
which have been proved very useful. Many sophis-
ticated similarity/distance measures have been pro-
posed to achieve more reliable performance of char-
acter recognition. Methods such as the multiple sim-
ilarity analysis[17] and the modi�ed quadratic dis-
criminant functions [20] have been applied to hand-
printed and machine-printed character recognition.

Two classi�ers have been designed for character
recognition in the system [14]. One is the Mini-
mum Error Subspace method; another is the Near-
est Neighbor classi�er [11]. The features are called
\Direction Contributivity" features [2, 28]. The NN
classi�er has been generalized to use the distance
measurement de�ned in the Minimum Error Sub-
space method which has been proven to be more
accurate than Euclidean distance. Because its con�-
dence calculation is trustworthy, for a character im-
age, the NN classi�er provides only the �rst decision
if its con�dence score is high; otherwise, the top 5
choice list is output. Classi�ers were trained on 200
ppi character images from CEDAR's Japanese char-
acter image database [16], and were tested on 200,
300 and 400 ppi images. On 200 ppi character im-
ages from CEDAR's test set, the accuracy of the NN
classi�er is 95.9%. The speed of character recogni-
tion varies from 3 to 6 characters per second, de-
pending on image quality.

A linguistic postprocessing module has been
added to the system in order to further improve the
accuracy of character recognition by exploiting lin-
guistic context. It was trained on a Japanese text
corpus with above 70 million characters.

The JOCR system has also been adapted to rec-
ognize Chinese documents. Because the similarity
between Chinese and Japanese character sets, the

Chinese recognizer can be developed rapidly by sim-
ply training on font images and by sharing the in-
formation of the well-trained Japanese classi�er. A
Unicode-based OCR for Far East Languages is being
developed based on the JOCR system.

In the system, we also developed methods for vi-
sual context analysis, such as image-based character
image clustering and inter-character similarity anal-
ysis [12, 9]. The results of visual context analysis
can be used for OCR error correction [10].

The system is implemented on a SPARC Work-
station under SunOS. Given a TIFF image which is
a text block or a document page, the system will
execute its modules and save the details of analysis
and recognition into a �le in a special format.

Two X-Window-based GUI programs for system
evaluation have been designed using C/C++ and
Motif. By using those programs, deskewing, text
segmentation, line segmentation and character seg-
mentation can be performed either manually or au-
tomatically. For each segmented character image,
the top 5 choices are provided by a character clas-
si�er. The programs allow a user to use a mouse
to manually correct mistakes in segmentation and
recognition.

Although these GUI programs are very useful for
system evaluation, much work is needed to modify
them for the purpose of evaluating di�erent aspects
of our OCR system. In order to rapidly prototype
visualization and evaluation tools which are more
exible and less platform-dependent, we recently de-
veloped a framework to convert the recognition re-
sults into a set of HTML �les. HTML handles sym-
bols and images uniformly and allows hyperlinks be-
tween them. A Web browser such as Netscape Nav-
igator comes with multi-lingual support and can be
run on many platforms. Scripts can be easily writ-
ten to convert recognition results in any level into
HTML �les so that di�erent aspects of the system
can be examined within a local network (Intranet)
or on the Internet. Much e�ort in GUI design, multi-
lingual and multi-platform support can therefore be
avoided.

Section 2 gives an overview of the JOCR system
design, including its modules for page deskewing,
page segmentation, text alignment detection, line
segmentation and character segmentation. Section
3 describes the design of two classi�ers for charac-
ter recognitions. Section 4 discusses extending the
JOCR system to be multi-lingual recognition sys-
tem. In section 5, a postprocessing module is de-
scribed and in section 6, we present an experiment
on evaluating Japanese document recognition using
HTML. Finally, conclusions and future directions of
this project are briey discussed in section 7.



2 The Overview of the System

Design

Cherry Blossom is a prototype system for Japanese
document recognition developed at CEDAR in past
years. This system is designed to meet several chal-
lenges of machine-printed Japanese document recog-
nition: the wide variations in data quality (facsim-
ile, photocopy, newspaper etc.), low scan resolution
(e.g., 200ppi), large character set (about 3,000 Kanji
characters in the �rst level JIS code) and the variety
of font and point sizes. Given a Japanese document
page, it can deskew the image, segment the page
into blocks, discriminate text/non-text blocks, de-
termine the alignment of a text block, segment text
regions into lines and further into character images,
and recognize character images. The system consists
of API modules including deskewing, page segmen-
tation, text segmentation, character recognition and
postprocessing. In the system, OCR results can be
encoded in JIS, Shift-JIS, EUC and Unicode.

(a)            

(b)

Figure 1: Character segmentation and recognition.
(a) shows line and character segmentation result of
a text block. (b) is the recognition result displayed
in a kterm window.

The design of the modules for deskewing, page
segmentation and text segmentation are described
as follows. The character recognition module will be
presented in the next section.

To detect and correct skew in a scanned document
image, a fast directional pro�le analysis method
is used[23]. The range of skew angle handled by
the method is about �30 degree. After detecting
skew angle, a simple a�ne transformation is applied
for skew correction. The skew detection program
works well on document images which often contains
graphics, tables and �gures.

The skew detector was tested with 467 arti�cially
skewed images, with varying amounts of noise, frag-
mentation, black pixel density and ratio of text to
graphics. The document analyzer achieves 97% ac-
curacy within �1 degree of the actual skew on good
quality document images, and 86% on noisy or com-
plex documents. The average time required for skew
detection is 2 cpu seconds on a SPARC-10.

The objective of page segmentation is to decom-
pose a scanned document image into regions which
contain homogeneous entities, such as text, graph-
ics and half-tones. A local-to-global segmentation al-
gorithm has been designed in Cherry Blossom [21].
The page segmentation module was tested with 200
Japanese and English documents. The performance
of the document segmentation ranges between 92%
completely correct segmentations and 94% partially
correct segmentations. On average this module re-
quires 27 cpu seconds on a SPARC-10.

New methods for page segmentation are being in-
vestigated. They include smoothed-run-length anal-
ysis, background pattern analysis and minimum
spinning tree analysis methods. A hybrid method
which can achieve better performance on di�erent
types of Japanese document pages is being devel-
oped.

The text segmentation module is designed with
the objective of segmenting a given text block into
line images and further into character images [22].
In the system, a �ve-stage procedure { image quality
estimation, character size estimation, text alignment
detection, line segmentation and character segmen-
tation, are implemented to ful�ll the task of text
segmentation.

At the stage of image quality estimation, the sys-
tem determines aspects of image quality, which will
be useful for line and character segmentation. At
the stage of character size estimation, character size
is estimated globally based on histogram plots of
connected components. In clean images, the high-
est peak in the component histogram corresponds
to the width of full pitch characters. In noisy im-
ages, this component histogram is smoothed and the
mean width of the histogram is evaluated. At the



stage of text alignment detection, methods from two
di�erent approaches are implemented to determine
whether text is vertically or horizontally aligned.
The �rst approach is based on the analysis of a min-
imum spanning tree of connected components [18];
and the second one is based on projection pro�le
analysis.
Projection pro�le analysis is also used at the stage

of line segmentation. For character segmentation,
character components are initially located by per-
forming a projection pro�le analysis of black pixels
and identifying white spaces as component separa-
tors. After local character size estimation, a rule-
based approach is then used to partition compo-
nents into three groups. These groups identify single
component characters, partial character components
and touching characters (or multi-character compo-
nents). The sub-character components are merged
based on a few simple rules to form complete charac-
ters. Touching characters are split based on further
analysis and heuristics. At this stage a character
recognizer has also been used to validate proposed
splitting points.
The text and character segmentation is evaluated

with respect to several criteria. Text segmentation
performance varies between 98.5% for good quality
images and 94% for degraded images. Simple con-
nected component analysis is used for high quality
printed text, while more complex analysis is applied
for low quality document images.

3 Japanese Character Recognition

Two independent character recognition methods
have been developed to recognize more than 3; 300
Japanese characters. One classi�er uses the minimal
error subspace method; another is a fast nearest-
neighbor classi�er. After implementing and test-
ing many types of feature sets reported in Japanese
OCR literature, two feature sets were chosen for fur-
ther testing because their performance on low qual-
ity images was encouraging. These are the Local
Stroke Direction (LSD) and Gradient, Structural &
Concavity (GSC) feature sets. These feature sets are
described below, followed by discussing the design of
the minimal error subspace classi�er and the nearest
neighbor classi�er. Results of both classi�ers as well
as their integration will also be reported.

3.1 Local Stroke Direction Features

Local stroke direction (LSD) features are based on
direction contributivity analysis [2]. When given a
character image, its LSD feature vector can be com-
puted as follows [28] (see Figure 2 for example): �rst,
for each black pixel, compute its directional run-
length for each of four directions in Figure 2 (b) and
normalize it as a ratio to the total run-length in all

directions; second, partition the image into n�n ar-
eas and compute the directional run-length of each
area as an average of the pixels in the area. Here, we
choose that n equals 8. Therefore, the size of LSD
feature vector is 4 � 8 � 8 = 256. In Figure 2 (c),
the values in the LSD feature vector are scaled to
integers at the range of 0 and 255 so that they can
be visualized as a grayscale image.

2

(a)  Image

0
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(b) Scan directions

(c) Local stroke direction feature  (size:   4x8x8)

Figure 2: A Kanji character image and its local
stroke direction (LSD) feature vector

3.2 Gradient, Structural and

Concavity Features

The gradient and structural features encode local
structure, while the concavity features are global de-
scriptors extracted from binarized images. A gra-
dient map is constructed from the normalized im-
age, by estimating gradient value and direction at
each pixel. Histograms of directional features are
recorded in each region { indicating the presence
(or absence) of a small number of oriented ranges
of gradients in the region. Directional histograms
from each region are concatenated into a �xed-length
gradient feature vector. Structural features are com-
puted from the gradient map by examining similar-
ities in gradient direction in a local neighborhood of
each pixel. These features record curvature in an ap-
proximate fashion. Curvature histograms indicating
presence of changing orientation of character con-
tours are estimated in each region. These histograms
are concatenated from each region in a �xed-length
structural feature vector. Gradient and structural
features have been described in more detail in [34].
Concavity features are coarse global descriptors and
are of three kinds: pixel density, large stroke, and
true concavity. The large stroke features encode hor-
izontal and vertical strokes in the image. Concave
regions enclosed with a character are also recorded.



Concavity features have been described in detail in
[5].

3.3 Minimum Error Subspace

Classi�er

Subspace methods have been a major �eld of study
in pattern recognition [29, 6], particularly for classi-
�cation and feature subset selection. The minimum
error subspace classi�er is a discriminant function
derived from the Karhunen-Loeve expansion. It is
given by:

gj(X) = jX �Mj j
2
�
X

i=1;k

f�Tij (X �Mj)g
2
:

Here, gj(X) de�nes the discriminant classi�er for the
jth class, given an input measurement/feature vec-
tor X ; Mj is the mean vector and �Tij is the trans-

pose of the ith eigenvector of the covariance matrix
for the jth class; k is chosen as the dimension of
the subspace de�ned by the dominant k eigenvec-
tors. Based on our experiences, k is set to 5 in
our experiments. An unknown test feature vector
is evaluated with these discriminant functions for
each class, that is, gj(), for j = 1; 2; :::; C, where
C is the number of classes. The class of X is deter-
mined as that of the discriminant function for which
the residual error is least, that is: gJ(X) � gj(X),
8j 2 f1; 2; ::; Cg; j 6= J .

Projections of an unknown test vector on the sub-
spaces de�ned by the dominant eigenvectors of each
class are subtracted from the projections on the en-
tire eigen-space. The subspace of the class which
best represents the unknown feature vector, results
in the least residual error (and results in the least
di�erence in projections between the whole space
and the subspace of the principal eigenvectors). The
class corresponding to the subspace with least resid-
ual error is chosen as the class-identity of the un-
known test vector.
This classi�er can also be derived from the mod-

i�ed quadratic discriminant function (MQDF)[19],
and can be interpreted as a quadratic discriminant
classi�er.

The training phase of this classi�er requires the
computation of the covariance matrices and their
eigen-decomposition. For each class, the eigenvec-
tors are then sorted in decreasing order of the corre-
sponding eigenvalues. The mean vector Mj is eval-
uated for each class. Only the dominant eigenvec-
tors (k, in this case) are used in the subsequent pro-
cessing. During testing, the unknown or test fea-
ture vector is projected onto the subspace de�ned
by these dominant vectors, for each class. The term
jX �Mj j

2 de�nes the projection of the test vector
onto the whole eigen-space. Hence, the class of an

unknown vector is determined by the best subspace
projection, given by the least residual error.
The classi�er had been trained and tested on the

CEDAR dataset. Using the LSD feature and the
GSC feature, results of the ME (Minimum Error)
Subspace Classi�er are listed in Table 1 (a).

(a) ME Subspace Classi�er (k = 5)
LSD GSC

Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 Top 1 Top 5 Top 10
93.48% 97.86% 98.45% 93.93% 97.63% 98.19%

(b) NN Classi�er (using Euclidean distance distance)
LSD GSC

Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 Top 1 Top 5 Top 10
92.73% 97.33% 98.01% 93.06% 97.88% 98.60%

Table 1: Character recognition performance of
di�erent classi�ers on CEDAR's 200 ppi dataset
(57,571 images from 3; 319 classes).

3.4 A Nearest-Neighbor Classi�er

A NN (nearest neighbor) classi�er has been de-
signed for Japanese character recognition. New al-
gorithms for prototype reduction, hierarchical pro-
totype organization and fast NN search are imple-
mented in the classi�er [11, 14]. In these algorithms,
k-nearest/farthest neighbor lists are used to esti-
mate the distribution of samples in the feature space.
Given a set of samples, P = fp0; p1; ::::; pn�1g, for
each sample pi, its k-nearest neighbor list, Ni =
fnio; ni1; ::::; ni;k�1g, and its k-farthest neighbor list,
Fi = ffio; fi1; ::::; fi;k�1g, have to be pre-computed.
Given a training set, prototype reduction leads to

the selection of a subset of samples which can repre-
sent the whole training set. Figure 3 illustrates the
process of prototype selection for a class. The sub-
set can be generated by deleting redundant samples
from the training set. By checking the pre-computed
nearest neighbor list of each training sample, the
prototype reduction algorithm decides whether a
training sample can be deleted without negative ef-
fect on the correct classi�cation of itself and other
samples. Previous methods, such as Hart's con-
densed nearest neighbor rule (CNN) and Gates' re-
duced nearest neighbor rule (RNN), have to call the
procedure of classi�cation iteratively to test whether
the deletion(or adding) of a prototype a�ects the
correct classi�cation of the other prototypes[8, 7].
The advantage of the method here is to avoid such
an iterative process.

The NN classi�er using LSD feature and Eu-
clidean distance measure was trained and tested on
the data sets from CEDAR's CDROM. There are
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Figure 3: Prototype reduction

118,417 character samples from 3,354 classes in the
training set. The number of prototypes derived by
prototype reduction is 24,273.
A brute-force NN algorithm su�ers from its com-

putational complexity because every prototype has
to be matched with the input pattern to see whether
it is close to the input pattern. To speed up NN clas-
si�cation, several methods are proposed. An inter-
character visual similarity constraints is �rstly used.
The preliminary experiment shows very promising.
Given a text block with 1,721 segmented character
images, the system takes less than 17 minutes to rec-
ognize it (originally it needs about 29 minutes). In
another word, we can improve our classi�er to 0.58
second per character from originally 1.0 second per
character with the only change.
The idea behind the new method is simple. In

a Japanese document page, many characters occur
more than one time. An image clustering procedure
can be used to group those di�erent image entries of
the same character. After image clustering, the NN
classi�er will recognize characters in a group. After
recognizing the �rst entry of a group by matching
with all prototypes, the system will recognize the
rest of group members by matching with a small
number of prototypes which are in the best match
list of the �rst entry. The size of the reduced proto-
type set can be less than one tenth of the number of
all prototypes. Sometimes the clustering procedure
may cause errors so that visually similar characters
from di�erent JIS categories are grouped together
because in Japanese there are many characters which

are very similar in shape. The method can tolerate
this kind of clustering errors very well. On the exam-
ple text block with 1,721 segmented characters, 508
clusters were generated. While it takes 0.95 second
to recognize the �rst entry of each group, it needs
only 0.25 second to recognize each of the other en-
tries in a group. On average, 0.58 second is needed
for each character. The accuracy of classi�er is al-
most the same as the original classi�er.

A dynamic feature selection for feature matching
has been developed. In our implementation of the
LSD feature, there are 256 integer elements. The
size of the feature vector is fairly large. The NN
classi�er runs slowly because it has to do comparison
on each of those elements between the test pattern
and a prototype. It will be much faster if only a
small subset of feature elements can be selected for
matching. Given a character image, after extracting
its LSD feature vector, we can dynamically select
such a subset of element according to the pivotal
directions in the feature extraction algorithm.

we have also developed a fast NN search algo-
rithm, FNN . The basic idea is to avoid unneces-
sary comparisons. Suppose there is a test sample X
to be classi�ed (see the triangle in Figure 4). It has
to compare with prototypes from the prototype set.
After the comparison between the input pattern X
and a prototype Pi, we know that the distance be-
tween them is very small. For those prototypes in
Pi's k-farthest neighbor list, such as Fi1,Fi2 and Fi3
shown in Figure 4, without going further to compare
each of them with the input sample X , we know the
distance will be very large and therefore they can
not be in X 's k-NN list. Similarly, after the compar-
ison between X and a prototype Pj , we know that
the distance between them is very large. For those
prototypes in Pj 's k-nearest neighbor list, such as
Nj1,Nj2,Nj3 and Nj4 shown in Figure 4, without go-
ing further to compare each of them with the input
sample X , we know the distance will be very large
and therefore they can not be in X 's k-NN list.

An incremental feature match algorithm was also
designed which �rstly dynamically select a small
number of feature elements (about one sixth of the
feature size) and do NN search, then use a larger
number of feature elements to re�ne the NN search
result on a small number of prototypes with small
match distance.

In order to further speed up the search process,
The prototype set can be organized into a hierarchi-
cal representation. The prototype set is divided into
two levels. The �rst level is the so-called \centroid
set." For a centroid, there may be a set of proto-
types which are stored in the second level. The set
for a centroid is called as its \package." A centroid
can approximately represent those prototypes in its
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package. The process to create such a hierarchy is
to pack prototypes for selected centroids.

After packing prototypes, the k-nearest neighbor
list and k-farthest neighbor list of each prototype
in the centroid set C will be computed. The NN
classi�er can be described as a two-step procedure.
Given a test sample X , its approximate k-nearest
neighborsNX in the centroid set C can be calculated
using the search algorithm described above. Then
the prototypes in the packages of those centroids in
NX will be compared with X to generate the �nal
k-nearest neighbors NX for the sample.

In the NN classi�er, distance between a test pat-
tern and a prototype can be measured in many dif-
ferent ways, from simple metrics to sophisticated
ones. We �rst tried the Euclidean distance, then
changed to use both the Euclidean distance and the
distance de�ned by the ME Subspace method.

Using the Euclidean distance, the performance of
the FNN classi�er on the test set is shown in Ta-
ble 1 (b). The prototype set used in our NN classi-
�er has 24,273 prototypes. The number of centroids
is 1,919 if we de�ne the package size as 50. By com-
paring with 2,195 prototypes on average the system
can achieve 92.7% top 1 accuracy. Performance of
the classi�er using the GSC feature set is also re-
ported in the table.

By using the Euclidean distance, the accuracy of
the NN classi�er is lower than that of the subspace
classi�er although there are multiple prototypes per
class in the NN classi�er while there is only one pro-
totype for each class in the subspace method. It
seems to us that the distance measurement de�ned
in the subspace method is much more accurate than
the Euclidean distance. Therefore, we designed a
new NN classi�er to use the subspace distance. Be-
cause the subspace method is time-consuming, we

proposed to use both the Euclidean distance and
the subspace distance in the classi�er. Given a test
pattern P and n prototypes, steps to recognize P
are:

� Step 1 { �nd �rst n1 closest prototypes of P
among n prototypes based on Euclidean dis-
tance;

� Step 2 { re�ne the distance scores of the pattern
P with n1 prototypes by using the subspace dis-
tance;

� Step 3 { re-rank n1 prototypes by their re�ned
distance scores and output the top 10 choices.

In our experiments, n is 24,273 and n1 is set to 100.
In the design, instead of computing the subspace
distance between the test pattern and each of 3,300
classes, only n1 subspace distances have to be com-
puted. The Euclidean-distance-based NN algorithm
for Step1 can be a brute-force NN algorithm or the
fast NN search algorithm described above.

Originally each class in ME Subspace method has
a set of eigen vectors and a mean vector. In the
modi�ed NN classi�er, we also generalized the sub-
space method to use multiple prototypes for each
class. In the new classi�er, each class has a set of
eigen vectors and a set of prototypes. This extension
gives the capability of using the subspace method in
NN classi�er so that reliable decisions can be made
based on majority voting.

The new NN classi�er was designed in order to
integrate the NN search method with the ME Sub-
space method. It has also been trained and tested
on 200 ppi datasets from CEDAR's character im-
age database. Table 2 lists results of the classi�er in
which Step1 was implemented as a brute-force NN
classi�er and the FNN algorithm described above.
By using the FNN algorithm, each test image was
compared with about 6,203 prototypes out of 23,449
prototypes. The LSD feature is used in the classi�er
here.

To generate reliable con�dence information for
OCR decision, we proposed a method to compute
the con�dence score for each choice from the NN
classi�er [14]. In the method, con�dence scores are
calculated based on both majority voting result and
distance information.

Given a test pattern t, a NN classi�er can pro-
vide two types of candidate lists: one is the nearest
prototype list

P = p1; p2; :::; pi; :::; pn

where pi is a prototype. The identity of pi is JIS(pi)
and the distance between pi and t is DIST (pi). In



Number of Accuracy
comparisons top1 top5 top10

Brute-force 23,449 95.92% 98.09% 98.57%
NN search (55,221/57,566) (56,471/57,566) (56,748/57,566)

Fast 6,203 95.83% 97.97% 98.43%
NN search (55,166/57,566) (56,401/57,566) (56,667/57,566)

Table 2: Performance of NN classi�ers using Euclidean distance and Subspace method. The only di�erence
between two classi�ers is that in Brute-force NN search the test pattern has to compare with every prototype
while only a portion of prototypes are compared in the Fast NN search algorithm.

P , prototypes may have the same identity. Another
is the choice list

C = c1; c2; :::; cj ; :::; cm

where cj is a JIS code. In C, choices have to
be distinct. For each cj , DIST (cj) is de�ned as
DIST (pi), where pi is the �rst prototype in P so
that JIS(pi) = cj .
For each cj , we can compute its con�dence as

CONF (c1) = k=3:0

where k satis�es

JIS(p1) = ::: = JIS(pk) 6= JIS(pk+1)

and otherwise

CONF (cj) = DIST (c1)=DIST (cj)

Based on above experiments, a new system con-
�guration is implemented for the character recogni-
tion. Signi�cant improvement on classi�cation speed
has been achieved. The improvement is the result
of the integration of a exible control structure, im-
age clustering algorithm, prototype packing method,
dynamic sub-feature selection method, incremental
nearest-neighbor searching algorithm and the mod-
i�ed quadratic discriminant function. This progress
makes our system a step closer to a real-time system.
Figure 6 is the owchart of the character recogni-
tion module in the current system. As illustrated in
the �gure, although there are seven steps for char-
acter recognition, character images do not have to
go through all of them. For a character passes all
seven steps, it takes about 0.4 second. Many char-
acter images in large clusters only have to pass Steps
1, 2 and 6 and only have to compare their feature
vectors with 500 prototypes. This takes less than
0.1 second.
Figure 5 shows character recognition result of the

NN classi�er on images of di�erent quality. In the
�gure, only the �rst choice is provided if its con-
�dence is high; otherwise, the top �ve choice list is
output and further postprocessing is needed to make
a decision.

            

            

            

                                    

Figure 5: Character recognition. The NN classi�er is
used. For each character image, the classi�er gives
a candidate list. Because the con�dence informa-
tion from the NN classi�er is reliable, the classi�er
provides only top �rst candidate if its con�dence is
high.
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Figure 6: The framework of character recognition in
the JOCR system

4 Multi-Lingual Document

Recognition

Based on our developed Japanese document recog-
nition system, we also investigated recognition for
documents in other languages such as Chinese and
Korean.

A new method is proposed for rapidly prototyp-
ing a recognition system for documents written in a
new language (such as Chinese) based on the well-
trained JOCR system. The new recognition system
uses only the font samples and does not need to be
trained on real world image samples. As a natural
result, a Unicode-based OCR for Oriental languages
(such as Chinese, Japanese and Korean) has been
developed based on our JOCR system.

It usually takes long time and high cost to de-
velop a high accuracy OCR for documents in a di�er-
ent language. Much e�ort is usually on training the
OCR on many scanned document images. Although
font images are easier to be collected than real world
document samples, OCR using only font images usu-
ally can not achieve high accuracy because the num-
ber of font samples is very limited. An accurate dis-
tance measurement such as MQDF needs more than

100 character samples for each class.
Can we adapt our JOCR for other Oriental lan-

guages such as Chinese by using only the available
font images? We did some experiments to answer
the question. We collected 4 di�erent Chinese fonts
from Internet. They are Song, FangSong, Hei and
Kai. By using them as prototypes, the accuracy of
the NN classi�er is not high. Based on the fact that
the Kanji characters in Japanese are very similar
to the Hanzi characters in Chinese, we proposed a
method to use the information from our well-trained
Japanese OCR to improve the performance of the
Chinese OCR. Firstly, we conducted visual similar-
ity analysis between Chinese and Japanese font im-
ages. A mapping table has been derived. For those
Chinese characters which have visual equivalents in
Japanese, their corresponding Japanese prototypes
can be used to recognize Chinese characters.
The method above has been implemented so that

the system can also achieve high recognition accu-
racy on document in Chinese as same as in Japanese.
A multi-lingual document recognition system using
the international standard, Unicode, is being also
developed.

5 Post Processing

Character segmentation and character classi�cation
are error-prone. To improve recognition result, post-
processing methods can be applied. During the post-
processing stage, various contextual constraints can
be used to detect and correct OCR errors. In our
JOCR system, we are developing methods for two
speci�c tasks: recognition error correction and seg-
mentation error correction.
In the task of recognition error correction, a top

�rst choice has to been generated for each character
which is suspected to be classi�ed incorrectly. The
con�dence score provided by the classi�er can be
used to decide whether postprocessing is needed for
the character. Two types of constraints can be con-
sidered: one is the linguistic constraints; the other
is the visual similarity constraints.
One of the simplest types of linguistic constraints

is the character bigram. A character bigram can
be de�ned as a tuple, (c1; c2; f), where (c1; c2) is a
character pair, and f is the frequency of c1 and c2
being together. Bigram data can be trained from a
large text corpus. For a character image with several
alternatives generated by a classi�er, bigram infor-
mation can be very useful to �nd a choice from the
alternative list which best �t its local context (e.g.,
the characters before or after the character).
In past years, we have conducted experiments on

using bigram information for English recognition
error correction. The methods have been imple-
mented in our JOCR system. For Japanese, a bi-



gram database with 242,682 bigram entries has been
collected from a large Japanese news corpus.
The post processing is done only when it is needed.

For a text segment in the original image, if there is
no character with a high enough con�dence can be
found in the fonts, then we say that the \truth value"
of this text segment is not yet determined and that
the post processing needs to be performed on this
text segment. Because the top �ve choices chosen as
possible candidates for any text segment are always
available, so the post processing can be done as the
following. First of all, we take the �rst choice of the
�ve candidates and compare it with each of the �ve
choices of its left or right neighbor text segment re-
spectively, if there is such a text segment. Then we
can get �ve \distance values". These distance val-
ues are de�ned according to the frequency of the two
characters appearing together in documents such as
books and newspapers of the language. Once we
have these distance values, we can use a strategy to
�nd a most possible case that the candidate charac-
ters should appear in the text of our special docu-
ment.
Visual similarity constraints can also be useful for

recognition error correction. The intuition behind
is that: visually equivalent character images should
be recognized as the same characters. By examin-
ing OCR result, we found that this constraint some-
times is violated. Di�erent alternative lists can be
provided by a character classi�er for several visu-
ally almost equivalent character images. Previously,
we developed methods to cluster character images
based on their visual similarities [12]. The cluster-
ing algorithm has also implemented as a module in
the JOCR system. After clustering, a procedure of
consistency checking will be applied to those char-
acter images in the same cluster to correct potential
errors.
Another types of errors can be corrected by post-

processing is character segmentation errors. For
those character images with low recognition con�-
dence and with very large or small width/height as-
pect ratio, segmentation errors may happen. Re-
segmentation can be conducted by splitting or merg-
ing, then character classi�cation can be applied to
get new recognition results. Progress has been made
to design a postprocessing procedure to correct seg-
mentation errors.

6 Evaluation of OCR Results Using

HTML

For rapid prototyping of evaluation tools which are
more exible and less platform-dependent, a frame-
work for integrating the JOCR system with the In-
ternet/Intranet has been outlined (see Figure 8).
Under the framework, the output of the JOCR sys-

tem is converted to HTML �les, which can be viewed
with a Web browser such as Netscape Navigator
2.0/3.0. Simple Perl scripts can be written to con-
vert the OCR results in a detailed format (in the
format shown in Figure 7) into HTML �les.
Compared with the approach of designing special

GUI programs for performance evaluation, the ad-
vantages of using HTML and a Web browser are
obvious: scripts for converting OCR results into
HTML are much easier to write, test and maintain
than X-Window-based GUI programs; HTML �les
for OCR results can be accessed on di�erent plat-
forms; and the Japanese language is automatically
supported in Netscape Navigator 2.0/3.0.
For a Japanese document page, the recognition

system can generate OCR results for each text block.
In current experiments, we focused on the task of
converting OCR results for a text block into HTML
�les. Aspects of system performance to be evaluated
are: character segmentation, character recognition
and character clustering. Given OCR results of a
text block, a Perl script was written to generate six
HTML �les:

1. Block Image: the HTML �le for the input im-
age; The TIFF image is converted to GIF for-
mat for use in HTML.

2. Character Images: the HTML �le for charac-
ter segmentation; This �le shows character seg-
mentation results. A sequence of character im-
ages is displayed. Here, images are organized in
their original order.

3. OCR Result: the HTML �le for recognition re-
sults; This �le shows character recognition re-
sults. Corresponding to each character image,
its top choice is displayed in JIS code.

4. Symbol or Image: the HTML �le for the hybrid
representation of recognition results; For each
character position, either a JIS code or a GIF
image is placed. For a character, a JIS code is
given if the OCR con�dence is high; otherwise,
the original character image is placed there.

5. Image Clustering: the HTML �le for image-
based clustering; Results of character image
clustering are saved in the �le. In a cluster, vi-
sually equivalent character images are grouped.

6. OCR Result Clustering: the HTML �le for
OCR-result-based clustering. Result of JIS-
code-based clustering is saved in the �le. Char-
acter images recognized as the same JIS code
are grouped into clusters.

In each of those HTML �les except the �rst one,
for every character position (either a JIS code or an



            

Figure 7: The details of text recognition results.

image), a hyperlink to its OCR �le is provided so
that its OCR result can be examined by clicking a
mouse on it.

The OCR �le of a character is also in HTML. In
the �le, the character image is extracted from the
block image and saved in GIF format; the classi�ca-
tion result is also saved in a HTML �le.

The Netscape browser provides a mechanism to
have several frames simultaneously inside its win-
dow. Each frame can display an individual HTML
�le. Using the browser, a homepage for JOCR re-
sults was designed with three frames: the TOC
frame, the OCR frame and the MAIN frame (see
Figure 9). The top one is the TOC frame which has
a table in which each entry is a hyperlink to one of
six HTML �les described above. The left bottom
one is the OCR frame which is used to display the
recognition result for a character. The right bottom
one is the MAIN frame which is designed for dis-
playing one of the six HTML �les de�ned above. By
clicking on a hyperlink in the TOC frame, the linked
�le will be displayed in the MAIN frame; by clicking
on a hyperlink in the MAIN frame, the linked OCR
�le will be shown in the OCR frame [13]. 1

Activated by selecting the entry Symbol or Image

in the TOC frame, a hybrid HTML �le for OCR re-

1The HTML pages presented in the paper can be
found at http://www.cedar.buffalo.edu/JOCR/HTML-demo/
w95.html2.frm.html. More demonstrations for various
Japanese and Chinese document pages can be located at
http://www.cedar.buffalo.edu/JOCR/HTML-demo/index.html.

sults can be displayed in the MAIN frame (see Fig-
ure 9). Here, each character is either a JIS code
or an image. For this text block, most characters
are in JIS because their OCR con�dence scores are
high. For those characters with low OCR con�dence,
their original images are displayed. Obviously, those
positions where images are placed usually have seg-
mentation problems or recognition errors. Although
there are many segmentation and recognition errors
in the OCR results which make the JIS code text
di�cult to read, the content in the hybrid repre-
sentation is quite readable and not much informa-
tion is lost because of recognition errors. If the user
wants to correct those errors, he can load the hybrid
HTML �le into an HTML editor (such as HotMetal
from SoftQuad, Inc or the WYSIWYG editor which
is embedded in the Netscape's Navigator Gold for
Windows 95 and NT) and replace those images with
their equivalent JIS code.
Experiments on visual contextual analysis have

been conducted in our system [12]. In the simplest
case, character image clustering is performed. After
image clustering, images which are visually equiva-
lent will be grouped as clusters. Image clustering re-
sults can be converted into HTML format, as shown
in Figure 10 (a). By browsing this page, accuracy
and e�ciency of the clustering method can be eval-
uated. Because each image in a cluster is also a hy-
perlink to its OCR �le, by checking the OCR result
of every character inside a cluster, we can examine
whether the recognizer runs consistently on visually
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Figure 8: Integrating the JOCR system with the Internet/Intranet.

similar images.

Similarly, clustering based on OCR results is also
very useful for fast error correction [1]. The MAIN
frame of Figure 10 (b) shows the clustering result for
the example block. All images which are recognized
as the same character are grouped together.

It is easy to modify the Perl script when the ap-
pearance of an HTML page needs to be changed. In
our experiments, performance of character segmen-
tation, character recognition and image-based clus-
tering were evaluated. New scripts for converting
OCR results to HTML �les can be designed rapidly
when some other aspect of OCR performance needs
to be studied.

OCR transforms a given document from its image
representation into its symbolic representation. Af-
ter this process, we obtain a text document which
is electronically searchable, indexable and reusable.
However, the transformation is error-prone. There-
fore, if we just save the pure text document gener-
ated by the OCR process, the text may have many
errors. Without referring to the original image rep-
resentation from which they were derived, some of
those errors may not be recoverable. As suggested
by our experiment shown in Figure 9, a hybrid docu-
ment which combines a symbolic representation and
an image representation may relieve the problem.
Such a hybrid document in HTML is searchable and
also error-recoverable. If we represent an OCRed
document in such a hybrid format, OCR errors will
not have much negative e�ect on the human reading
process. Therefore, the hybrid HTML can be recom-
mended as an ideal format for OCRed documents in
an online digital library [24].

Our Japanese OCR system is designed to recog-
nize the �rst level of Kanji in the JIS code. When
characters from the second level of the JIS code are
encountered, OCR results for those characters will
always be incorrect. It is best to keep those charac-
ters as original images so that the text will still be
readable with a browser [15, 13].

Document images can be edited after segmenta-
tion. Usually this needs a specially designed GUI
program [4]. An HTML �le browser or editor can
work for this purpose, as we have shown in our
experiments. For a text block image, after char-
acter segmentation, a sequence of character images
arranged in their original linear order can be ren-
dered as readable as the original image, and di�er-

ent markup instructions can be applied. This kind
of image-based document reconstruction can be very
useful. We conducted another experiment to recon-
struct documents more e�ciently. For a Japanese
document, usually there are many visually equiv-
alent character images (as we have shown in our
image-based clustering experiment). After image
clustering, those visually equivalent character im-
ages can be viewed as the same image at di�erent
positions. Therefore, when the document image is
reconstructed, we do not have to paste every image
to its position. Instead, for those equivalent charac-
ter images, a prototype can be generated to repre-
sent all of them at di�erent positions [15, 13].

7 Conclusions and Future Directions

The Japanese OCR system, Cherry Blossom, has
been designed to recognize Japanese documents dig-
itized at low resolution such as 200 ppi. A wide va-
riety of Japanese document images extracted from
newspapers, journals, facsimiles and other sources
have been used in the development and testing of
this system. Results of character classi�ers using
CEDAR's Japanese character database have been
presented. Experiments on Internet-based system
evaluation is also reported. we focused on using
HTML to evaluate performance at the block level.
Experiments can be generalized to use HTML for
physical/logical layout analysis. In this framework,
we use hyperlinks and image-embedding functions
provided by HTML to integrate components of the
OCR results with components of the text image to
overcome the di�culties of OCR performance evalu-
ation and error correction. In the general paradigm
of multivalent documents [31], we will extend the
approach to tackle more sophisticated problems in
visual document recognition.

More e�orts will be directed towards further im-
proving each module of the system and benchmark-
ing of the performance of the system.
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